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work alongside an accomplished teacher for a full year before they are placed into their own classes. 
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-&'$./"$0123*4$5&&6 enjoyed wide circulation among teacher preparation programs, policymakers, and 
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kindergarten through 8(" grade in Los Altos, California.  BCS wasn’t reaching out to figure out how to 
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aspiring teachers to benefit from such opportunities, so that they, too, could build a solid foundation 
before taking over their own classrooms.
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in the United States, most of the teachers applying to teach at BCS would lack the kind of extended 
clinical learning opportunities she knew they needed to be effective educators.  So, from the beginning, 
Ms. Hersey built in a year of co-teaching for every newly certified teacher in her building.  She found 
ways to manage her staffing models and budgets to support these novice teachers’ development, and 
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passion of her offer: “If our school can help others find ways to support residencies, the education 
system in our country will be better for it.  Let us know how we can help.”
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In our work across the country, the Sustainable 
Funding Project (SFP) at Bank Street College 
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that extended, supported clinical practice is key 
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improving teachers’ knowledge and skills has an 
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partnerships to fund is the financial stipend 
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benefits. 
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about the work of the SFP, BCS invited us into 
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and the staffing strategies they’ve adopted offer 
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contexts, and there are often key contextual 
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we do not assume that what works at BCS will 
necessarily work in every other school, the model 
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the classroom?  What if, instead of trial by fire, new teachers had the opportunity 
to practice with and benefit from the expertise of a more experienced mentor for 
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To explore how the fiscal and staffing models 
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analyzed public school finance and staff data in 
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kindergarten through the eighth grade; one of 
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It turns out, finding resources to support 
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classroom teachers are taken into account, or 
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between preparation providers and districts offer wide-reaching benefits.*$
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Not all teacher residencies look the same.  They can be designed inside 
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certification.  Residency-style preparation models do, however, share common 
characteristics.  For example, residents have the opportunity to work as a co-
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the teacher of record, making connections between the theories covered in 
their preparation coursework and their on the ground experiences inside the 
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residencies in sufficient and sustainable ways.  Promising examples for funding 
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school in California serving students in kindergarten through the eighth 
grade.  Founding superintendent Wanny Hersey designed her staffing model 
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for fully certified novice teachers. Over two days, the SFP team conducted 
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complete their preparation program without sufficient clinical experiences 
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students would benefit from having more than one trained, dedicated 
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AT program because it bridges the gap between beginner teachers’ skills 
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experienced, effective teachers. Residents and ATs build skills through 
supported practice inside classrooms, receiving targeted feedback that 
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transitions.  Residents and ATs also support important work that takes 
place outside of class time, like maintaining communication with parents 
and tracking grades for report cards.  Such opportunities typically are not 
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One of the benefits of co-teaching positions, whether for novice or aspiring 
teachers, is the opportunity to engage in this expanded set of work in a 
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of record.  The fact that individuals, certified to teach in California public 
schools, choose to take their first positions as Associate Teachers reinforces 
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In 2016-17, Bullis Charter School served 826 students across kindergarten through eighth grade. The formal Associate Teacher program 
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As fully credentialed teachers, ATs receive compensation inclusive of both salary and benefits, though they are paid at a lower salary 
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homeroom teachers from grades 1-5.  In total, BCS directed 11% of its spending on salary and benefits towards Associate Teachers.Q
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•	 BCS minimizes spending on substitute teachers, relying on ATs to fill about 75% of substitute teaching needs in three different areas:
! ATs provide instruction during teacher absences, offering financial savings since the school does not need to hire a substitute 






•	 ATs support individualized instruction inside the classroom that might be provided by classified salary lines in other schools, such as 
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the school, making it both possible and strategic to dedicate resources towards instructional salaries and benefits lines for ATs. 
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Q$  While the core of the Associate Teacher model is based on one AT working with 3 homeroom teachers from grades 1-5, the Associate Teacher title is also used in addiP
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Is it possible for our nation’s schools to increasingly find students learning inside 
5-)''233;'$ B*("$ (B3$ )/&-('$ '&>>32(*+0$ ("#;=$ 2#5#*C*+0$ ;32#$ *+/*C*/&)-*_#/$
attention?  Bullis Charter School provides a solid example of the kind of creative 
2#'3&25#$ )--35)(*3+$ (")($ ;*0"($ #+),-#$ 3("#2$ '5"33-'$ (3$ /#C#-3>$ 53P(#)5"*+0$
models.  We know, though, that charter schools often operate within different 
,&/0#()2<$53+(#8('$(")+$(2)/*(*3+)-$>&,-*5$'5"33-'$*+$(#2;'$3?$,3("$?&+/*+0$)+/$
#8>#+/*(&2#'D8***$ $.32$#8);>-#=$'()??$;)<$,#$>)*/$3+$')-)2<$'5)-#'$(")($/*??#2$?23;$
their local districts’, and benefits packages may not be comparable to those 
>23C*/#/$ (3$ (#)5"#2'$ ("23&0"$ 53--#5(*C#$,)20)*+*+0$)02##;#+('D$ $ .32$ ("#'#$)+/$
various other reasons, what works for a charter school may not be feasible inside 
/*'(2*5($'5"33-'=$#C#+$("3'#$'#2C*+0$*/#+(*5)-$'(&/#+($>3>&-)(*3+'D$
K*C#+$ ("#$ 2)+0#$3?$ /*??#2#+5#'$,#(B##+$ (2)/*(*3+)-$ )+/$ 5")2(#2$ '5"33-'=$B#$/*/$
not assume that because BCS has identified resources to fund their AT program, 
)--$ '5"33-'$ '"3&-/$ ,#$ ),-#$ (3$ ?&+/$ '*;*-)2$ #??32('D$ $ @#$ ("#2#?32#$ '#($ 3&($ (3$
#'(*;)(#$B")($,&/0#()2<$ 2#'3&25#'$'*;*-)2$/*'(2*5($ '5"33-'$;*0"($")C#$ *+$32/#2$
(3$&+/#2'()+/$B"#("#2$)$>32(*3+$3?$("3'#$/3--)2'$;*0"($,#$2#)--35)(#/$(3$'&>>32($
)$ >2#P'#2C*5#$ 53P(#)5"*+0$;3/#-=$ B"*-#$ '(*--$ )--3B*+0$ '5"33-'$ (3$ ?&+/$ #''#+(*)-$
work.   The exact number of residency positions any given school could fund will 
C)2<$,)'#/$3+$)$2)+0#$3?$ ?)5(32'=$ *+5-&/*+0$#+23--;#+(=$'(&/#+($+##/=$'()(#$)+/$
/*'(2*5($ ?&+/*+0$>3-*5*#'=$ )+/=$ 3?$ 53&2'#=$ 53;>#+')(*3+$ -#C#-'$ ?32$ 2#'*/#+('D$\&2$
analyses indicate that district schools likely can, in fact, support co-teaching 
*+'*/#$("#*2$5-)''233;'D$@"#("#2$("#<$'#2C#$)$-3BP+##/$32$"*0"P+##/$>3>&-)(*3+=$
when residents are compensated at a mid-range level it appears that it would take 
)$2#-)(*C#-<$';)--$>32(*3+$3?$)C)*-),-#$2#C#+&#$?32$'5"33-$-#)/#2'$(3$?&+/$2#'*/#+5<$
>2302);'D$ FC#+$ *+$ 53+(#8('$ (")($ +#5#''*()(#$ 53;>#+')(*3+$ )($ ("#$ "*0"$ #+/$ 3?$
what residency programs typically provide, it is likely possible to fund at least 
)$ ';)--$ +&;,#2$ $ 3?$ 53P(#)5"*+0$ 2#'*/#+('$ ?23;$B*("*+$ #8*'(*+0$ '5"33-$ ,&/0#('D$
F8>-32*+0$ ("#'#$ >3''*,*-*(*#'$ 5)+$ >)C#$ ("#$ B)<$ ?32$;32#$ '5"33-'$ (3$ )55#''$ ("#$





@#$ ,#0)+$ ,<$ *;>&(*+0$ ("#$ '5"33-P-#C#-$ ,&/0#('$ 3?$ (B3$
/*??#2#+($ "<>3("#(*5)-$ '5"33-'=$ ,3("$ 3?$B"*5"$B#$ )''&;#/$
serve the same number of students in grades K-8 as Bullis 
Charter School: 826 students in 2016-17.  One of these 
"<>3("#(*5)-$'5"33-'=$B"*5"$B#$5)--#/$FC#2#'($F-#;#+()2<=$
)-'3$ ;*2232#/$ 9:%$ *+$ (#2;'$ 3?$ '(&/#+($ /#;302)>"*5'W$
("#$ 3("#2=$ \-<;>&'$ E5)/#;<=$ B)'$ ("#$ ');#$ '*_#$ )'$ 9:%$
,&($ B)'$ >234#5(#/$ (3$ #+23--$ )$ ;&5"$ "*0"#2$ >23>32(*3+$
3?$ /*')/C)+()0#/$ '(&/#+('D$ $ @#$ &'#/$ ("#'#$ )''&;#/$
#+23--;#+($ )+/$ /#;302)>"*5$ /)()$ (3$ *;>&(#$ ("#$ 2#C#+&#$
53;*+0$?23;$f:..$'3&25#'=$)'$B#--$)'$3("#2$'()(#=$-35)-=$)+/$
federal funding sources.  Because revenue flows to schools 
("23&0"$ /*'(2*5('=$ 2)("#2$ (")+$ /*2#5(-<$ (3$ '5"33-$ ,&/0#('=$
B#$ )/4&'(#/$ ("*'$ 2#C#+&#$ #'(*;)(#$ )''&;*+0$ ("#$ /*'(2*5($
retained 36% to fund central office functions, with the 
2#;)*+*+0$Vdg$/*',&2'#/$(3$("#$'5"33-Dd
E?(#2$#'(*;)(*+0$'5"33-P-#C#-$2#C#+&#=$B#$#8>-32#/$B")($ *($






a qualified teacher.  Beyond this required staffing floor, 
2#;)*+*+0$ 2#'3&25#'$ ?&+/$ 3("#2$ >3'*(*3+'$ )+/$ >2302);'=$
B"*5"$53+5#*C),-<$53&-/$*+5-&/#$>2#P'#2C*5#$2#'*/#+('D$
Under this scenario, we first accounted for the resources 
'5"33-'$ B3&-/$ ,#$ 2#[&*2#/$ (3$ '>#+/$ (3$ #+'&2#$ ("#*2$
classrooms were all staffed with qualified teachers of record. 
9)'#/$3+$)C#2)0#$5-)''$'*_#'$)($#)5"$02)/#$-#C#-$*+$:)-*?32+*)=$
B#$ #'(*;)(#/$ (")($ ,3("$ FC#2#'($ F-#;#+()2<$ )+/$\-<;>&'$
Academy would need to employ 38 classroom teachers 
for their 826 students.  Using average teacher salary and 
benefits rates across districts in California, we determined 
(")($#)5"$'5"33-$B3&-/$'>#+/$)>>238*;)(#-<$bcDV$;*--*3+$3+$
(3()-$53;>#+')(*3+$?32$("#'#$5-)''233;$(#)5"#2'=$*+5-&/*+0$
benefits.  We then considered the possibilities for funding 
53P(#)5"*+0$ >3'*(*3+'$ B*("$ ("#$ /3--)2'$ 2#;)*+*+0$ *+$ ("#*2$
,&/0#('D
!"*'$#8#25*'#$/*/$+3($)553&+($?32$2#'3&25#'$+##/#/$(3$?&+/$
3("#2$ #''#+(*)-$ '()??$ ^$ '&5"$ )'$ ("#$ >2*+5*>)-=$ '>#5*)-*'('=$
social workers, and perhaps bilingual educators or special 
education teachers.  Schools’ specific staffing needs, and 
("#*2$ )''35*)(#/$ 53'('=$ C)2<$ 02#)(-<$ ,)'#/$ 3+$ '(&/#+($
>3>&-)(*3+'$ )+/$ 3("#2$ 53+(#8(&)-$ ?)5(32'D$ $ !")($ C)2*)(*3+$
makes it difficult to estimate what our hypothetical 
53;>)2*'3+$ '5"33-'$ ;*0"($ '>#+/$ 3+$ ("#$ #+(*2#(<$ 3?$ ("#*2$
#''#+(*)-$'()??=$)+/$("&'$(3$53+'*/#2$B"#("#2$("#$2#'3&25#'$
(")($2#;)*+$)?(#2$?&+/*+0$5-)''233;$(#)5"#2'$)+/$2#'*/#+('$
would be wholly sufficient. To address this challenge, we 
#8);*+#/$ ("#$ >3''*,*-*(<$ 3?$ 2#'3&25#$ 2#)--35)(*3+$ ?23;$ )$
'#53+/$)+0-#D$$
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B*("$ )$ B#--P/#'*0+#/=$ "*0"P[&)-*(<$ 2#'*/#+5<$ ;3/#-=$ '&5"$
>3'*(*3+'$;*0"($ ,#53;#$ -#''$ #''#+(*)-D$ $ :3&-/$ ("#$ -#)/#2'$
3?$ 3&2$ "<>3("#(*5)-$ 53;>)2*'3+$ '5"33-'$ 53+'*/#2$ 2#'3&25#$
2#)--35)(*3+$ 3>(*3+'$ 4&'($ ?23;$ B")($ ("#<$ (<>*5)--<$ B3&-/$
'>#+/$3+$#??32('$(3$'&>>32($("#*2$(#)5"#2']$ *+'(2&5(*3+h$ $!3$
53+'*/#2$ ("*'$ >3''*,*-*(<=$ B#$ #8>-32#/$ ?&+/*+0$ 53P(#)5"*+0$









benefits in California; see Appendix 1 for details.
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to district, with different levels of fiscal autonomy to schools and different financial responsibilities 
shouldered within the central office, public data sources offered a reasonable basis for exploring what a 
1("))6*6+=+6%?92-+$%')/%#%1&0&6#/67*1&>+2%$/#2&$&),#6%:9?6&(%1("))6%0&-"$%6))<%6&<+%&,%H#6&')/,&#C
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:)-*?32+*)]'$ '(&/#+(P,)'#/$ f35)-$ :3+(23-$ .&+/*+0$
.32;&-)$6f:..7$>23C*/#/$)$'()2(*+0$>3*+($?23;$B"*5"$
(3$ *;>&(#$ #8>#5(#/$ 2#C#+&#$ ?32$ )$ '5"33-$ ("#$ '*_#$
3?$ 9:%D$ $ !"#$ f:..$ *'$ +3($ <#($ ?&--<$ ?&+/#/=$ ,&($ ("#$
:)-*?32+*)$ H#>)2(;#+($ 3?$ F/&5)(*3+$ 6:HF7$ 2#>32(#/$
(")($/*'(2*5('$53&-/$#8>#5($3+$)C#2)0#$(3$2#5#*C#$iVg$
3?$("#*2$f:..$()20#('$*+$QRSVPSTDT$$9#5)&'#$B#$)''&;#/$
it would take time for schools to shift resources 
(3B)2/'$ >2#P'#2C*5#$ 2#'*/#+5*#'=$ )+/$ :HF$ #'(*;)(#'$
?&--$ *;>-#;#+()(*3+$ 3?$ f:..$ ,<$ QRQRPQS=$ &'*+0$ f:..$
?&--$ ?&+/*+0$ ()20#('$ '#2C#/$)'$)$ 2#)'3+),-#$,)'*'$ ?32$
53+'*/#2*+0$ ,&/0#($ >3''*,*-*(*#'$ *+$ 3&2$ "<>3("#(*5)-$
:)-*?32+*)$'5"33-'D
%(*--=$3("#2$*;>32()+($5)C#)('$#8*'(L
•	 Beyond the fiscal assumptions for the budget 
)+)-<'#'$ *+$ ("*'$ 2#>32(=$ ("#$ C#2<$ */#)$ 3?$ ?&+/#/$
2#'*/#+5*#'$ 2#[&*2#'$ )+$ )''&;>(*3+$ (")($ ("#$
5)+/*/)(#'$ 53;*+0$ *+(3$ )$ '5"33-$ )2#$ B#--P
prepared to take on a significant co-teaching role 
*+$)-*0+;#+($B*("$'5"33-$+##/'$)+/$>2*32*(*#'D8$
•	 H*'(2*5('$ ")C#$ /*??#2#+($ ')-)2<$ '5)-#'$ )+/$
differing profiles in terms of the range of teacher 
#8>#2*#+5#D$ $ E'$ )$ 2#'&-(=$ (#)5"#2$ ')-)2*#'$ *+$ 3&2$
"<>3("#(*5)-$53;>)2*'3+$'5"33-'$B#2#$5)-5&-)(#/$
,)'#/$ 3+$ 2#>32(#/$ '()(#B*/#$ )C#2)0#$ ')-)2*#'D$
!"#$5)-5&-)(*3+'=$B"*-#$2#)'3+),-#=$;*0"($,#$-#''$
reflective of one district compared to another.
•	 \&2$ )''&;>(*3+'$ /3$ +3($ >2#'&;#$ (3$ 5)>(&2#$
')-*#+($ ?#)(&2#'$ (")($;*0"($ /*??#2#+(*)--<$ *;>)5($
,&/0#('$ )523''$ ("#$ 2)+0#$ 3?$ 53+(#8('$ *+$ B"*5"$
/*'(2*5('$ 3>#2)(#=$ '&5"$ )'$ -35)-$ 5)>)5*(<$ ?32$
'&>>-#;#+()-$ ?&+/2)*'*+0=$ -)20#$ >23>32(*3+'$ 3?$
'(&/#+('$B*("$/*'),*-*(*#'=$32$2&2)-$'#((*+0'D
•	 H*'(2*5('$ B*--$ #8>#2*#+5#$ /*??#2*+0$ 0)>'$ ,#(B##+$
("#*2$ f:..$ ()20#('$ )+/$ )5(&)-$ ?&+/*+0$ &+(*-$ ("#$
f:..$*'$?&--<$>")'#/$*+D
•	 I#("3/'$ ,<$ B"*5"$ /*'(2*5('$ /*',&2'#$ ?&+/'$ (3$
schools likely differ across the state, meaning 
that key assumptions we have made might not 
(2)+'-)(#$(3$3("#2$/*'(2*5(']$'5"33-'D
•	 !"#'#$ /)()$;*0"($ '"#/$ -*0"($ 3+$ >3''*,*-*(*#'$ ?32$
'5"33-'$ *+$ 3("#2$ '()(#'=$ ,&($ '()(#$ C)2*)(*3+$ *+$
?&+/*+0$ ?32;&-)#$ ;#)+$ (")($ '5#+)2*3'$ )523''$
state lines could look quite different.








Full-time resident co-teachers are doing real work 






residents’ work and commit, as have other nations, to 
)>>23>2*)(#-<$'&>>32(*+0$2#'*/#+($5)+/*/)(#'D8*C
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>23?#''*3+)-'$ )+/$ ("&'$ (<>*5)--<$ 2#5#*C#$ +3$
compensation, it will take time for our teacher 
>2#>)2)(*3+$ >235#''#'$ (3$ /#C#-3>$ (3B)2/'$ (")($
kind of system. Accordingly, our analyses assume 
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not the ideal, and likely not enough to attract the 
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/*??#2#+($ -#C#-$ 3?$ 53;>#+')(*3+$ (")+$ )$ ;)'(#2]'$
>2302);$()20#(*+0$%!FI$>23?#''*3+)-'=$ ?32$ *+'()+5#D$
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Everest Elementary, our hypothetical traditional public school that, like 
BCS, enrolls 826 students in grades K – 8, also serves a student population 
(")($;*2232'$9:%]'$*+$(#2;'$3?$'(&/#+($/#;302)>"*5'=$B*("$SSg$3?$'(&/#+('$
having targeted disadvantaged classifications.i$ $ 9)'#/$ 3+$ #8>#5()(*3+'$
?32$>#2P>&>*-$ ?&+/*+0$ ?32$ ("*'$>3>&-)(*3+$)+/$ ("#$)''&;>(*3+$ (")($cVg$3?$
total revenue was reserved for central office functions, we calculated that 
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million on salary and benefits for required classroom teachers, leaving 
("#$ '5"33-$ B*("$ )-;3'($ bSDa$;*--*3+$ *+$ *('$ ,&/0#($ (3$ ?&+/$ 3("#2$ '()??$ )+/$
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B3&-/$")C#$(3$,#$?&+/#/$B*("$("#'#$/3--)2'=$*+5-&/*+0$52&5*)-$#8>#+/*(&2#'$
like administration and student support services, the cost savings and 
instructional improvements the BCS staffing model demonstrates make 
it highly likely that directing some portion of the $1.5 million towards 
2#'*/#+5*#'$B3&-/$,#$)$B*'#$*+C#'(;#+(D
.32$FC#2#'($F-#;#+()2<$(3$52#)(#$3+#$2#'*/#+5<$>3'*(*3+$*+$#)5"$02)/#$-#C#-=$
funded at $15,000 each, it would need to find $135,000 to fund nine residents. 
This staffing decision would only require a relatively small portion of the 
'5"33-]'$2#;)*+*+0$,&/0#($^),3&($igD$$I32#$(")+$bSDc$;*--*3+$B3&-/$2#;)*+$
to fund the school’s traditional staffing and programming strategies.  If the 
-#)/#2$ 3?$ FC#2#'($ F-#;#+()2<$ B)+(#/$ (3$ #8>)+/$ ("#$ 2#'*/#+5<$ >2302);=$

















i$  Defined as students classified as English learners, eligible for free or reduced lunch programs, and/or 


















total estimated funds allocated to school5,032,259$
What portion of the funds remaining 
after paying classroom teachers could 
be used to support resident stipends?
What portion of instructional support 
funds could be used to support resident 
stipends?
remaining after classroom teacher salaries and benefits
$1,456,850





































for free or reduced lunch, or foster youth.  What kinds of resources might 
,#$)C)*-),-#$ (3$ 2#)--35)(#$ (3B)2/'$ 2#'*/#+5*#'$ *?$ )$ '5"33-$ '#2C#/$)$"*0"#2$
>3>&-)(*3+$3?$/*')/C)+()0#/$'(&/#+('h$
E($ 3&2$ "<>3("#(*5)-$ \-<;>&'$ E5)/#;<=$ #+23--;#+($ )+/$ )((#+/)+5#$
paralleled that of BCS and Everest, but 75% of students were classified 
)'$ ()20#(#/$ /*')/C)+()0#/D$ $ !"#'#$ '(&/#+('$ 2#[&*2#$ )//*(*3+)-$ '#2C*5#'=$
("#2#?32#$0#+#2)(*+0$)//*(*3+)-$2#C#+&#$*+$("#$:)-*?32+*)$?&+/*+0$?32;&-)D$
!"#$ )//*(*3+)-$ /3--)2'$ )2#$ *+(#+/#/$ (3$ '&>>32($ #??#5(*C#$ >2)5(*5#'$ (")($
will help identified students succeed in school, a benefit residencies offer. 
Olympus Academy could use the federal flexibility for directing funds from 
)$2)+0#$3?$?#/#2)-$'3&25#'$(3B)2/'$2#'*/#+5*#'=$)'$)--3B),-#$B*("*+$)$!*(-#$N$
'5"33-B*/#$>2302);D8C
@*("$ ("#$ ');#$ f:..$ ,)'#$ 02)+($ )'$ FC#2#'($ F-#;#+()2<=$ ,&($ )//*(*3+)-$
supplemental and concentration grants reflecting its higher-need student 
,3/<=$ ("#$ 2#C#+&#$ #'(*;)(#$ ?32$ \-<;>&'$ E5)/#;<$ B3&-/$ ,#$ )-;3'($ bV$
;*--*3+=$+#)2-<$)$;*--*3+$/3--)2'$;32#$(")+$FC#2#'(=$3??#2*+0$\-<;>&'$#C#+$
;32#$'5"33-P,)'#/$3>>32(&+*(*#'$?32$>23C*/*+0$2#'*/#+5<$'(*>#+/'D$$
O;:6)/&,-% E::/)#("% 4% &,% P670:91% E(#2+07C$ E'$ B*("$ FC#2#'($ F-#;#+()2<=$
Olympus Academy would need to hire a base of 38 classroom teachers to 
supports its 826 students.  Based on the same statewide teacher salary and 
benefit averages, the school would also spend approximately $3.6 million in 
(3()-$53;>#+')(*3+$3+$("#'#$532#$5-)''233;$(#)5"#2'=$-#)C*+0$\-<;>&'$B*("$
more than $2.3 million to fund the rest of its staffing and program needs.  It 
would take just under 6% of the remaining budget to fund nine residents, 
3+#$>#2$02)/#=$B*("$bSa=RRR$'(*>#+/'D$$I32#$(")+$bQDQ$;*--*3+$B3&-/$2#;)*+$
(3$?&+/$3("#2$#''#+(*)-$'()??$)+/$'#2C*5#'D$$!3$023B$("#$>2302);=$("#$'5"33-$






benefits that having a pre-service co-teacher offers students, the possibilities 
3?$ ")C*+0$ '(23+0$ ?&(&2#$ "*2#'$ 3+5#$ 2#'*/#+('$ 02)/&)(#=$ )+/$ ("#$ (#)5"#2$























total estimated funds allocated to school5,918,933$
remaining after classroom teacher salaries and benefits
$2,343,524
































What portion of the funds remaining 
after paying classroom teachers could 
be used to support resident stipends?
What portion of instructional support 
funds could be used to support resident 
stipends?




is no one-size-fits-all strategy that can be implemented without accounting for 
the particulars of a given school’s context.  We acknowledge that reality and do 
not claim that our hypothetical schools are reflective of any individual school, 
*+$ :)-*?32+*)$ 32$ #-'#B"#2#D$ %(*--=$ #8);*+*+0$ >3(#+(*)-$ )>>23)5"#'$ ?32$ ("#'#$
hypothetical schools to find room in their budgets for pre-service residencies 








(3$ 2#'*/#+('=$ '(2)(#0*5$ 2#)--35)(*3+$ 3>(*3+'$ (")($ 5)+$ '&>>32($ [&)-*(<$ 2#'*/#+5<$
>)2(+#2'"*>'$)>>#)2$(3$,#$,23)/-<$)C)*-),-#D$
Bullis Charter School provides an example of how creative staffing structures can 
?2##$&>$#8*'(*+0$2#'3&25#'$(3$2#)--35)(#$(3B)2/'$2#'*/#+5<$'(*>#+/'D$$%5"33-'$5)+$
/#'*0+$;3/#-'$ *+$B"*5"$ 2#'*/#+('$;##($ '5"33-$ +##/'$ ?32$ 355)'*3+)-$ '&,'(*(&(#$
(#)5"*+0$)+/$3("#2$5-)''233;$53C#2)0#$/#;)+/'$)+/$"#->$>23C*/#$*+/*C*/&)-*_#/$
*+'(2&5(*3+$ (3$ '(&/#+('$ *+'*/#$ ("#$ 5-)''233;DSR  Additional flexibility may be 
2#)-*_#/$ ,<$ '(2&5(&2*+0$ 2#'*/#+5<$ >3'*(*3+'$ (3$ '&>>32($ ,#?32#$ )+/$ )?(#2P'5"33-$
>2302);;*+0$ )+/$ '&;;#2$ '5"33-$ +##/'=$ )+/$ ,<$ ?320*+0$ '(23+0$ >)2(+#2'"*>'$
B*("$(#)5"#2$>2#>)2)(*3+$>2302);'$(")($'&>>32($("#$/#C#-3>;#+($3?$("#$,23)/#2$
instructional staff.  Through such creative staffing models and resource decisions, 
more schools can reap the benefits that quality co-teaching and residency-style 
(#)5"#2$>2#>)2)(*3+$5)+$>23C*/#D
SR$  Well-designed residencies are careful to ensure that residents’ time working with their mentor teachers is 
not compromised by frequent requests to “cover” classes.  High-quality programs we know seem to guard four 






This report focuses on the possibility of providing financial support for 
2#'*/#+('$("23&0"$'5"33-P-#C#-$2#'3&25*+0$/#5*'*3+'D$$9:%$3??#2'$3+#$3?$;)+<$
examples nationwide of how strategic use of resources makes it possible to 
fund co-teaching positions.  Other schools, districts, and charter networks 
")C#$)-'3$?3&+/$B)<'$(3$2#)--35)(#$/3--)2'$(3$2#'*/#+5<$>2302);'=$,&($("#<$
)2#$?)2$?23;$("#$+32;D$$@"#+$%&>#2*+(#+/#+($A#2'#<$*+C*(#/$("#$%.1$(3$C*'*($
9:%=$>)2($3?$"#2$03)-$B)'$ (3$53+(2*,&(#$ (3$3&2$#??32('$ (3$ '"*?($ '<'(#;'$'3$
(")($ ?&+/#/=$ '&'()*+),-#=$ "*0"$ [&)-*(<$ >2#>)2)(*3+$ #8>#2*#+5#'$ 53&-/$ ,#$
)C)*-),-#$?32$)--$)'>*2*+0$(#)5"#2'D$$$




dollars in ways that maximize student learning and development, and a key 
>)2($3?$)+<$'5"33-$-#)/#2]'$53+'*/#2)(*3+$?32$'"*?(*+0$/3--)2'$(3$2#'*/#+5*#'$
B3&-/$,#$#+'&2*+0$ (")($+#B$ 2#'*/#+('$)2#$B#--P>2#>)2#/$ (3$ '(#>$ *+(3$ ("#$
role.  At BCS, ATs have already completed their certification programs, 
*+5-&/*+0$ '(&/#+($ (#)5"*+0$ )+/$ )''35*)(#/$ >#2?32;)+5#$ #C)-&)(*3+'=$
3??#2*+0$#C*/#+5#$3?$("#*2$53;>#(#+5#D$$O#'*/#+('=$"3B#C#2=$B3&-/$+3($<#($
have earned teaching certificates. 
Addressing the issue of residents’ readiness to take on their new roles 
2#[&*2#'$/##>#2$>)2(+#2'"*>'$B*("$(#)5"#2$>2#>)2)(*3+$>23C*/#2'$(")+$;3'($
'5"33-'$32$/*'(2*5('$5&22#+(-<$")C#D$ $E'$B#$ 2#>32(#/$ *+$-&'$ ./"$0123*4$5&&67$
8193*.:$ 0'";9'9.*&<$ =&'$ >?"':$ )"94/"'=$ 5-3'#2$ )2(*5&-)(*3+$ ,#(B##+$ (#)5"#2$
preparation programs and schools is key to addressing the core challenges 
3?$(#)5"#2$[&)-*(<W$ 2#'*/#+5<$>)2(+#2'"*>'$)2#$>)2(*5&-)2-<$'(23+0$ -#C#2)0#$
>3*+('$ (3$ '&>>32($ '5"33-$ *;>23C#;#+(=$ '(2#+0("#+$ >2#P'#2C*5#$ )+/$ *+P
'#2C*5#$(#)5"#2']$*+'(2&5(*3+)-$>2)5(*5#=$)+/$*;>23C#$(#)5"#2$>2#>)2)(*3+D8C*$
N+$)//*(*3+$(3$'5"33-'$("#;'#-C#'=$/*'(2*5('=$(#)5"#2$>2#>)2)(*3+$>23C*/#2'=$
and policy makers all can play important roles to incentivize, develop, and 
023B$[&)-*(<=$'&'()*+),-#$2#'*/#+5<$>2302);'D$$N+$3&2$?32("53;*+0$2#>32('=$
B#$ B*--$ /#()*-$ "3B$ '*(#'$ )523''$ ("#$ +)(*3+$ )2#$ ;)+)0*+0$ ("#'#$ '"*?('D$
Here, we offer an initial look at how different players can productively 
conceptualize their roles in making residencies more universally available 
(3$)'>*2*+0$(#)5"#2'D$$$
-,/,(471K$"($,:>:[(1"9/$*(1/$)16(+%>(16%/)10'%"#4
%()(#'$ 5)+$ >-)<$ )+$ *+/*'>#+'*,-#$ 23-#$ *+$ ("#$ /#C#-3>;#+($ 3?$ '&'()*+),-#$
2#'*/#+5<$>2302);'D$ $!3$'&55#''?&--<$ -)&+5"$)$2#'*/#+5<$>2302);=$'5"33-'$
)+/$ /*'(2*5('$ >)2(+#2$B*("$ >2#>)2)(*3+$ >2302);'=$ 5-)2*?<*+0$ ("#$ 23-#'$ )+/$
responsibilities of each partner, creating alignment between coursework 
)+/$ ("#$ +##/'$ )+/$ >2*32*(*#'$ 3?$ ("#$ '5"33-$ 32$ /*'(2*5(=$ )+/$ /#C#-3>*+0$
>235#''#'$ (3$ )''#''$ 5)+/*/)(#']$ 2#)/*+#''$ ?32$ )$ 2#'*/#+5<$ >-)5#;#+($
)+/$ '")2#/$ ;#)'&2#'$ ?32$ '&55#''?&-$ 53;>-#(*3+D$ $ 1)2(+#2'$ )-'3$ +##/$ (3$




additional financial resources to accomplish their work.
%()(#'$5)+$>-)<$)$;)432$23-#$*+$'&>>32(*+0$("#'#$(2)+'*(*3+'$,<$*+5#+(*C*_*+0$










2#'*/#+5<$ >)2(+#2'"*>'D$ $ E$ >)2(*5&-)2-<$ #??#5(*C#$ '(2)(#0<$ ?32$ '()(#'$ *'$




!*(-#$ NN=$ 1)2($ E$ ?&+/'$ ?23;$ ("#$ F-#;#+()2<$ )+/$ %#53+/)2<$ F/&5)(*3+$ E5($
6F%FE7=$ )'$#+)5(#/$ *+$ ("#$FC#2<$%(&/#+($%&55##/'$E5($ 6F%%E7=$3??#2'$3+#$
2#)/<$'3&25#$3?$/3--)2'D$N+5#+(*C*_*+0$/*'(2*5('$(3$&'#$("#*2$>32(*3+$3?$?#/#2)-$










with the sort of design that forefronts clinical practice linked to rigorous 
coursework; states could both make the path smoother for those new 
programs and signal a desired shift for the field by reworking their regulatory 
frameworks. 
Teacher Preparation Programs: Redesign staffing, share 
responsibility, and ensure access
School-level staffing strategies that free up resources to support resident 
co-teachers, such as those described throughout this report, are a key 
#-#;#+($ 3?$ )$ [&)-*(<=$ '&'()*+),-#$ 2#'*/#+5<$ >2302);D$ $ A*0"#2$ #/&5)(*3+$
can bring significant resources to support both residents and school 
improvement generally by redesigning their staffing models.  For example, 
shifting university field placement staff lines to school liaison positions 
that work with cohorts of residents has actually been documented to save 
'3;#$ *+'(*(&(*3+'$/3--)2'j)+/$)--3B#/$ ?32$ 5-*+*5)-$ ?)5&-(<$ (3$ '>#+/$ ("#*2$
time in schools with residents and mentors.  Staffing for student teaching 
supervision likewise might be ripe for redesign. Professors’ course loads 
53&-/$)-'3$,#$2#)''#''#/=$&'*+0$;3/#-'$(")($)553&+($?32$(#)5"*+0$*+$'5"33-'$
where mentors also benefit, doing research aligned with district needs, or 




#[&)--<$ *'$ #''#+(*)-$ (3$ )$ -3+0P(#2;$ >)2(+#2'"*>D$ $ 93("$ 1PSQ$ )+/$ "*0"#2$
education have knowledge and experiences that, if pooled, can help our 
#/&5)(*3+$'<'(#;$*;>23C#D$$9&*-/*+0$)$,2*/0#$,#(B##+$>2#P'#2C*5#$)+/$*+P
service educators enables those with deep knowledge about theory and 
research to benefit from those who have expertise about practice in a very 
specific context—and vice versa.  In practical ways, bringing classroom 
(#)5"#2'$ *+(3$ ("#$ ;#+(32*+0$ )+/$ )''#'';#+($ 3?$ (#)5"#2$ 5)+/*/)(#'$
strengthens the feedback loop to teacher preparation programs and could 
"#->$ '5"33-'$ )+/$ /*'(2*5('$ */#+(*?<$ /3;)*+'$ ?32$ >23?#''*3+)-$ /#C#-3>;#+($
(")($'5"33-'$;*0"($+##/D
Finally, teacher preparation providers must work diligently and, perhaps, 
creatively to find ways to ensure that any aspiring teacher who is well 
LH.9(13%$"'B4:%$
MA*0"#2$#/&5)(*3+$







qualified can afford to matriculate through the programs that are offered. 
12302);'$)523''$("#$+)(*3+$")C#$?3&+/$B)<'$(3$;*+*;*_#$(&*(*3+$#8>#+'#'$
&'*+0$ 53"32($ ;3/#-'=$ #'(),-*'"$ 02)/&)(#$ 32$ 2#'#)25"$ )''*'()+('"*>$ 23-#'$
for specialized cohorts, and work with financial aid offices to ensure living 
#8>#+'#'$)2#$;#($)+/$5)+/*/)(#'$02)/&)(#$/#,(P?2##D$$:3&>-*+0$("#'#$'32('$




offices that need to exist to make a system run.  For example, recruiting 
/3--)2'$)2#$3?(#+$/*'53++#5(#/$?23;$5&22*5&-&;$)-*0+;#+($#??32('W$'*;*-)2-<=$
the portion of human resources staff dedicated to finding, staffing, and 
paying substitutes would be invisible to teacher quality offices seeking to 





/*'(2*5('$ 5)+$ 53+/&5($ '<'(#;PB*/#$ )+)-<'#'$ 3?$ 2#'3&25#$ /#5*'*3+'$ )+/$
'&>>32($'5"33-$-#)/#2'$*+$*/#+(*?<*+0$3>>32(&+*(*#'$(3$;)8*;*_#$("#$*;>)5($
3?$("#*2$/3--)2'D$$!"#<$5)+$)-'3$'&>>-#;#+($2#'3&25#'$;)/#$)C)*-),-#$("23&0"$
school-level reallocation by similarly exploring the impact of central office 
/3--)2'=$ '&5"$)'$ 2#52&*(;#+(=$>23?#''*3+)-$/#C#-3>;#+(=$)+/$ *+'(2&5(*3+)-$
'&>>32($ /3--)2'=$ )+/$ ,#0*+$ /*'5&''*3+'$ ),3&($ ("#$ ;3'($ '(2)(#0*5$ B)<'$
(3$ /#'*0+$ (#)5"#2$ /#C#-3>;#+($ )+/$ '&>>32($ >2302);'$ (")($ *+532>32)(#$
2#'*/#+5*#'D
.*+)--<=$ /*'(2*5('$ ")C#$ 3+#$ 3?$ ("#$ ;3'($ *;>32()+($ 23-#'$ *+$ ("#$ ?&2("#2*+0$
3?$ ("*'$C*'*3+L$ $f#)/*+0$ ("#$B)<D$ $!#)5"#2$>2#>)2)(*3+$>2302);'$)2#$;32#$
likely to shift their work when central offices indicate they want to prioritize 
"*2*+0$?23;$>2302);'$B*("$(*0"(-<$)-*0+#/$2#'*/#+5*#'D$$!#)5"#2$5)+/*/)(#'$
will be more likely to select programs that meet districts’ expectations for 
quality partnerships.  States are likely to respond to districts’ united calls for 
2#'*/#+5<P'(<-#$>2#>)2)(*3+$B"#+$53+'*/#2*+0$53;>#(*(*C#$02)+($>23>3')-'$
)+/$ 2#0&-)(32<$ 5")+0#'D$9&--*'$:")2(#2$%5"33-$ *('#-?$")'$,3("$/*'(2*5($)+/$
school roles; their unified commitment to co-teaching permeates their 

























(ADA), based on the grade span of the pupils, i.e., kindergarten through grade 3 (K–3), grades 4–6, grades 
7–8, and grades 9–12. 
•	 123C*/#'$)+$)/4&'(;#+($3?$SRDd$>#25#+($3+$("#$,)'#$02)+($);3&+($?32$G^cD$$E'$)$53+/*(*3+$3?$2#5#*C*+0$("#'#$



















the 2016-17 school year. The first comparison school, which we called Everest Elementary, also mirrored BCS 
in terms of its unduplicated percentage of targeted disadvantaged pupils (UPP), as defined by LCFF – which 


























GPc $7,820 392.28 bc=RVT=VcR
dPV $7,189 cRSDQi bQ=SVa=iTd
7-8 bT=dRc 113.85 $842,832
iPSQ $8,801 PP PP
!3()- PP 807.42 bV=RTV=dca
?:;;)D)2<//4$.$"&94)9"+):1",$"&09&'1")E09"&)F%&'.9&$%



















hypothetical comparison schools given the assumed equivalent ADA of 807.42 in each.Sd$
>9G4$)K5)L++'&'1"94)*$#$"<$)F%&'.9&$%)G9%$+)1")LML)N10)=1&3)2,3114%
EC#2)0#$O#C#+&#$%()(#B*/# Funding per ADA (807.42) QRSVPST$F'(*;)(#'
\("#2$%()(#$%3&25#' bVQc$ baRc=RQc$
.#/#2)-$%3&25#' baTS$ bdVS=RcT$
f35)-$%3&25#' $853 $688,729 
!3()-$E//*(*3+)-$O#C#+&# $1,652,789 
>1&94)F%&'.9&$+)*$#$"<$
Taken together, these estimates provided our total expected revenue for both comparison schools, before 











3?$ ("#$'5"33-P-#C#-$,&/0#('$ ?32$3&2$ 53;>)2*'3+$'5"33-'$3+$/)()$ ?23;$)$+#)2,<$#-#;#+()2<$'5"33-$/*'(2*5($ *+$
California that provides significant transparency into its central office and school-level budgets.Sa$ $N+$QRSVPST=$
this district directed 36% of its total revenue towards central office functions such as )/;*+*'(2)(*3+=$>2#'5"33-$














Our first method for considering the possibility of reallocating resources towards pre-service residencies 




We first needed to determine how much our hypothetical schools might be required to pay in salaries for 
5-)''233;$(#)5"#2'D$$E'$/#()*-#/$*+$!),-#$V=$("#$+&;,#2$3?$5-)''233;$(#)5"#2'$("#'#$'5"33-'$B3&-/$+##/$(3$"*2#$




statewide average,  and we estimated that both comparison schools would need to employ 38 classroom 





G*+/#20)2(#+ QQDaa SRa a
K2)/#$S QcDVd SRa a
K2)/#$Q QcDiV SRa a
K2)/#$c QdDQ 85 d
K2)/#$d QTDiQ SRd d
K2)/#$a 28.05 SRd d
K2)/#$V 26.86 SRR d
K2)/#$T SiDS Vi d
Grade 8 18 di c
!3()- PP$ 826 38
Classroom Teacher Salary and Benefits
U#8(=$'>#+/*+0$3+$(#)5"#2$')-)2*#'$B)'$#'(*;)(#/$,)'#/$3+$("#$;*/P2)+0#$(#)5"#2$)++&)-$')-)2<$?32$;#/*&;P
sized elementary school districts: $68,910.ST$$!")($'5"33-$/*'(2*5($(<>#$)-*0+'$B*("$("#$02)/#$-#C#-$)+/$("#$/*'(2*5($
(<>#$3?$("#$'5"33-$/*'(2*5($*+$B"*5"$9:%$*'$-35)(#/D$$!"*'$)C#2)0#$')-)2<$-#C#-$2#'&-(#/$*+$(3()-$')-)2<$'>#+/*+0$?32$
38 classroom teachers of $2,618,580.
Finally, we looked at reported expenditures for salaries and benefits across elementary school districts in 
California and found an average benefit rate of 36.54%.18$$Y'*+0$("*'$)C#2)0#$2)(#=$B#$#'(*;)(#/$3&2$53;>)2*'3+$






18 $$H)()$'3&25#L$H*'(2*5($53;>)2*'3+$/)()=$"((>LeeBBBD#/P/)()D320e:3;>)2*'3+'h53;>!<>#m/*'(2*5('; our benefits rates were calculated based on 
reported general fund expenditures for certificated salaries, classified salaries, and employee benefits.
LR!??($):A1H
Table 7: Classroom Teacher Compensation and Benefits for 38 Teachers
$ %()(#B*/#$EC#2)0#$>#2$!#)5"#2 F'(*;)(#/$:3;>)2*'3+$%5"33-$%>#+/*+0$
!#)5"#2$')-)2< $68,910 $2,618,580




under this first reallocation method, we calculated the remaining dollars after accounting for this $3,575,409 
in compensation for classroom teachers. As Table 8 shows, Everest Elementary would have over $1.4 million to 
?&+/$*('$2#;)*+*+0$+##/'=$)$>32(*3+$3?$B"*5"$53&-/$*+5-&/#$2#'*/#+5<$'(*>#+/'W$\-<;>&'$E5)/#;<$B3&-/$'(*--$
")C#$)-;3'($bS$;*--*3+$;32#$(")+$(")($P$3C#2$bQDc$;*--*3+D






A second approach for looking at the feasibility of funding pre-service resident positions took a more limited 
C*#B$ 3?$ 2#)--35)(*3+$ >3''*,*-*(*#'=$ 53+'*/#2*+0$ 3+-<$ ("#$ >32(*3+$ 3?$ )$ '5"33-]'$ ,&/0#($ (")($ (<>*5)--<$ >)<'$ ?32$
*+'(2&5(*3+)-$'&>>32($)+/$'&>#2C*'32<$23-#'D$$!"#$/)()$3+$B"*5"$B#$,)'#/$("*'$)>>23)5"$5);#$?23;$("#$U)(*3+)-$
:#+(#2$?32$F/&5)(*3+$%()(*'(*5'$6U:F%7$:3;;3+$:32#$3?$H)()$?23;$QRScPSd=$("#$;3'($2#5#+($<#)2$*+$B"*5"$,3("$
staffing and finance data were available.  
Y'*+0$ 2)B$/)()$ ?23;$("#$f35)-$F/&5)(*3+$E0#+5<$ 6%5"33-$H*'(2*5(7$Y+*C#2'#$%&2C#<=$B"*5"$>23C*/#'$/)()$3+$
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of public school system staff across the country work in instructional support or supervision roles, with 11.5% 
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'&>#2C*'32$>3'*(*3+'DSi  To calculate these percentages, we first converted to “missing” any numeric data in the 
source file that was missing, nonapplicable, or suppressed, which are represented by values of “-1”, “-2”, and 
“-9”, respectively, inside the data file.  We then aggregated across districts to determine the total number of 















number of staff working in the public school system, as indicated in Table 9.  We found that out of more than 














the survey we first converted to “missing” any numeric data in the source file that was missing, nonapplicable, 
or suppressed, which are represented by values of “-1”, “-2”, and “-9”, respectively, inside the data file.  We then 
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•	 Teacher Salaries: Including each of the subcategories below, these data include base salaries paid to certified 
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vocational education, and other education programs, which include salaries for certified and substitute 
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for certified teachers.  Because the reported total spending on instructional salaries includes both certified 
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benefits by staff role.  We therefore estimated the benefits for these instructional staff using the same average 










Estimated Expenditures – Instructional Support Benefits $16,115,220,853
F'(*;)(#/$F8>#+/*(&2#'$^$N+'(2&5(*3+)-$E*/#$!3()-$:3;>#+')(*3+ $60,218,178,853
% Expenditures – Instructional Aide Salary and Benefits SSDRag
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result in a reasonable model of school-level budget possibilities but certainly do not capture all of the specific 
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schools, before removing the 36% that reflected funding for central office functions.  We considered these 
total revenue imputations reflective of “district” level budgets. 
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!3()-$F'(*;)(#/$O#C#+&#$  $7,862,905  $9,248,332
EHE 807.42 807.42
1#2$>&>*-$'>#+/*+0  $9,738 $bSS=dad
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$9,738 for the low-need school and $11,454 for the high-need school appear reasonable, as the range can be 
assumed to reflect the differences in supplemental and concentration grants for low- and high-need schools 
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Spending on teacher salaries varies widely based on specific teacher salary schedules and the experience 
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Because district-specific salary schedules differ significantly from one location to another, we based salary 
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spending of $2,456,701 for the 38 teachers in our hypothetical schools. 
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I*/2)+0#$!#)5"#2$%)-)2<$6dPi$<#)2'7 $68,910 dcg ST bS=STS=dTR
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represent a less experienced workforce than exists in many other schools.  While we did not find reported data 
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reports that 72% of its teachers have more than 6 years of experience, reflecting a more experienced teaching 
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To consider the potential of skewing towards a less experienced teaching staff, we also calculated expected 
salary spending based simply on the reported statewide midrange of $68,910, resulting in an estimated $2,618,580 


















full-time AmeriCorps volunteers.  Of course, this figure may not be appropriate in all contexts, including, as 
many across the country note, for programs that seek to recruit career changers from high need STEM fields.  
Our analyses use stipends, not salaries, because stipends are exempt from benefit costs to the employer and 
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are exempt from FICA (Social Security and Medicare) taxes to the individual.  Many residency programs take 
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enrolled in higher education programs, their health and other benefits are available through their universities. 
Accordingly, we opted to assume stipends, which would not have benefits costs, as the payment method for 
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In our first approach to understanding resource reallocation opportunities, we determined that after setting 
aside $3,575,409 to fund salaries and benefits for classroom teachers, Everest Elementary would have 
$1,456,850 remaining for other staff and programmatic needs.  Olympus Academy would have $2,343,524 
left.  As Table 16 shows, funding three residents $42,025 each would require reallocation of 8.7% of Everest 
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determined this would be about $556,065, and in Olympus it would be about $654,042.  Again, to keep overall 
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Bank Street College is a leader in progressive education, a pioneer in improving the quality of classroom 
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Since its beginnings in 1916, Bank Street has been at the forefront of understanding how children learn 
and grow. From early childhood centers and schools to hospitals and museums, Bank Street has built 
a national reputation on the simple fact that our graduates know how to do the work that is right for 
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Through Bank Street’s Graduate School of Education, Children’s Programs, and Division of Innovation, 
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that promotes significant development as a teacher prior to graduation. At Bank Street’s School for 
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growth. The College further supports and influences positive outcomes for children, educators, and 
families through professional development programs, research projects, and other key efforts at the 
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In 2015, Bank Street launched the Sustainable Funding Project under the leadership of President Shael 
Polakow-Suransky and Dean of Innovation, Policy and Research Josh Thomases. Led by Director 
Karen DeMoss, the project’s mission is to address a significant problem in public education: how 
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years, Bank Street has been deeply committed to teacher preparation, professional development, and 
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For more information, please visit www.bankstreet.edu.

